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Xulon Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 336 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.5in. x
0.5in.JESUS: IN ETHIOPIA. . . A mysterious island. . . guardian monks. . . exotic locations. . . the Ark of
the Covenant. . . and one of the most revealing stories ever discovered about the early years of Jesus
Christ, all come together in this intriguing true adventure. Jim Rankin takes you on an Indiana
Jones-like exploration over deserts and mountains, through jungles and across a massive lake to a
forbidden island to open an ancient treasury housing one of the most fascinating finds in history to
the whereabouts of the young Jesus. From Jims encounter in the hills of Tennessee to his amazing
adventures in the exotic mountains of Ethiopia, a hidden secret will finally be answered as you come
to the edge of your seat for this true-to-life God led adventure. Its a heart-pounding trek to a
mysterious heavenly summit . . . This journey began in search of the lost Ark of the Covenant and
turned into a revelation of biblical proportions. Its an adventure in truth that takes you on a search
through the Bible to track down the location of...
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This composed pdf is great. This can be for all those who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. I am just happy to explain how this is actually
the finest pdf we have go through inside my own daily life and could be he greatest publication for ever.
-- Conr a d Hea ney-- Conr a d Hea ney

Extensive manual for pdf fanatics. This can be for all who statte there was not a well worth looking at. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the very
best pdf i have go through inside my individual existence and might be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Dor ia n Roob-- Dor ia n Roob
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